Bicon Shower and Latrine Container System with Connectivity Kit and Bicon Dry Freight Container

STANDARD PRODUCT FEATURES

- (2) each, two-side expandable bicon latrines (SB841.0.3S1.9416)
- (2) each, two-side expandable bicon showers (SB841.0.3S1.9417) with 6 benches and interface for connection tents
- (1) each, bicon type 2 ISO container (SB842.0.SGR.3LST.FTDR) with shelf
- (1) each, connection kit (SB841.0.3S1.9418) which includes all the equipment required to connect this Sea Box Hygiene System with the USAF Bear Base.

OPTIONAL PRODUCT FEATURES

- (4) Tents for changing rooms with electrical lighting system (SB841.0.3S1.9419)

System Fully Assembled
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Latrine

NSN#: 4510-01-617-2063

ALL DIMENSIONS AND WEIGHTS ARE NOMINAL AND SUBJECT TO MINOR VARIATIONS THAT MAY OCCUR DURING THE MANUFACTURING PROCESS
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